“SUNY Orange gave me the tools and discipline I needed not only to succeed but also to excel as I continued my education. I always recommend and encourage young students and adults looking to continue their education to attend SUNY Orange. I loved the College, the intimate class settings and the professors. I am confident that future students will feel the same.”

Barbara Martinez

Why Human Services?

Are you interested in: working with people; working on the front lines in agencies and offices that help clients in need of emotional support; or helping people reach their goals, access needed services or adjust to life’s ever-changing demands? If so, then human services is for you! And the timing couldn’t be better. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, employment in human service is projected to grow faster than most other fields over the next 10 years. This projection reflects recent changes in government and healthcare industry focus on prevention instead of treatment. Furthermore, increased funding is expected to continue as new programs and services are developed to meet the needs of our growing population.

Why Human Services at SUNY Orange?

The answer is as simple as economics: quality for cost. Our outstanding success rate for students completing a bachelor’s degree, along with our tremendously affordable tuition rates, makes SUNY Orange the logical place to start on your road to a career in human services, psychology or social work. Our dedicated and experienced faculty will provide individual guidance to help you reach your educational and career goals. Our program has been designed to allow students to enter the workforce in an entry level position in direct care or management. If you decide to continue your studies, you will have the educational foundation and skills to choose just the right field for you.

Top 5 Reasons You Should Study Human Services at SUNY Orange

- You will work one-on-one with a mentor and develop a portfolio of your work, knowledge and skills.
- For students pursing employment, you will acquire the knowledge and skills that human service agencies are looking for.
- Explore Social Work, Psychology, and Sociology before transferring to a four year institution.
- You will explore many options before committing to an academic concentration.
- Our experienced faculty members share your passion and are waiting to mentor you toward your personal and professional goals.